
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Problem

Speaking is one of the important skills that must be taught to the junior high school.

Speaking activities perform an activation rather than a study function. 1Speaking also

happens in real time. The success of the students in speaking is measured through the

accuracy and fluency of their speaking skills. Nevertheless, speaking in a second or foreign

language has often been viewed as the most demanding of the four skills.2It can be concluded

that speaking is the most basic skill that should be mastered by the students in learning

English.

Learning language means to learn how to express someone’s thought or feeling to

each other or how to convey messages from speaker to a listener. Speaking is an activity

requiring the integration of many subsystems; all these factors combine to make speaking a

second or foreign language a formidable task for language learners, yet for many people,

speaking is seen as the central skill. The structure of speech is quite different from that of the

written language, where users have time to plan, edit and correct what they produce.3It means

that when speakers are going to speak they produce what they are thinking directly without

having time to correct the mistakes that have been made. On the other hand, in the writing

process we can edit, change and also develop everything that has been written before.

At the SMPN 1 Kampar Timur, speaking is one of four skills in teaching English.

English is taught twice a week for two semesters in each grade bythesame teachers. In

general, the purpose of teaching speaking is to make the studentsable to find meaning in a

transactional and interpersonal form of spoken text in daily life accurately and fluently. Based

1Jeremy Harmer, How to Teach English(Malaysia: longman,1998) p. 98
2Marianne Celce-Murcia.2001, “Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language, Third edition”,

United States of America( Heinle and Heinle Thomson Learning).
3Sari Luoma.Assessing Speaking.2004.Cambridge .Cambridge University Press.p.



on the indicators, the students also should be able express verbal short functional text, ask

and answer a variety of information about the oral short functional text and do a monologue

about the text. So, it is very clear that the students are expected to be able to speak English in

every activity whichexists in Syllabus. In this school the teacher used Conventional strategy

to teach students as follows:

1. The teacher gave motivation to the students;

2. The teacher wrote the material or topic on the board;

3. The teacher explained it to the students;

4. The teacher and the students discussed the material;

5. The teacher gave task to the students related to the material being learned.

Based on the interview with one of the English teachers at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur,

The researcher got that some of the students were not able to achieve the passing score set by

the school. The students were not able to speak English fluently and accurately. In this case,

though the English teacher had done a lot of efforts to increase students’ English competence,

the students seemed not to perform their English proficiency based on the indicators. The

writer found a lot of problems as follows:

1. Some of the students are not able to speak English fluently and accurately

2. Some of the students are not able to speak English in good grammatical structures.

3. Some of the students are not able to pronounce English words well.

4. Some of the students have lack of vocabulary

5. Some of the students have no good comprehension

The causes of problems above are coming from the students themselves. The teachers

have done view effective teaching strategies but the students are still confused to construct

the good grammatical order while speaking. They are also afraid of making mistakes to speak

English in speaking class.



To overcome the speaking problems of the students, it needs a good and an

appropriate strategy to help them. Also, as the solution of their problems above, the writer

found a good and suitable strategy tosolve their problems. It is a strategy is calledActive

Knowledge Sharing. According to Silberman, Active knowledge sharingis a great way to

draw students immediately into the subject matter of your course. You can also use it to

assess the knowledge level of students while, at the same time, doing some team building. It

works with any class and with any subject matter.4 This strategy can be used to

improvestudents’ ability in speaking.

Based on the explanation of some problems above, and  to give the solution of the

problems, the writer feel interested in conducting a research entitled

“The Effect of Using Active Knowledge Sharing Strategy on Speaking Ability of

the Eight Grade Students at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur Regency”.

B. The Definition of the Term

In order to avoid misunderstanding and misinterpreting about the terms used in this

research, the writer provides the definition in the following terms:

1. Active knowledge sharingis a great way to draw students immediately into the

subject matter of your course. You can also use it to assess the knowledge level

of students while, at the same time, doing some team building. It works with any

class and with any subject matter.5 In this research the term of active knowledge

sharing strategy refers to the activity that is done by student in improving their

speaking skill at SMPN I Kampar Timur Regency.

4Silberman, M. Active Learning: 101 Strategies to Teach Any Subject. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 1996.
p.57

5Silberman,Loc.Cit.



2. Speaking Ability is a proficiency of using the language orally.6 It means that the

way how the students explain and the way how the students explore their ideas

in spoken language.7Based on Oxford, speaking is defined as be able to use a

language. Speaking is oral interaction in which the participants need to negotiate

the meaning contained in ideas, feeling and manage in terms of who is to say

what, to whom and about what.8

C. The Problem

1. Identification of the Problem

After finding the problems, the writer identified the problems as follows:

a. The students cannot pronounce the word correctly

b. The students have lack of vocabulary

c. The students do not have a good comprehension

d. The students are not fluent to speak English

e. The students cannot speak English grammatically.

f. The teacher’s strategy which is applied commonly does not give much contribution

for the students’ speaking

2. Limitation of the Problem.

Referring to identification of the problems above and the consideration of

limited time,the research is only limited tothe problemson students’ vocabulary

mastery, students’ grammatical structure, students’fluency, students’ comprehension

and students’ pronunciation. Therefore, the writer would like to try to overcome the

students’ speaking problems by using Active Knowledge Sharingstrategy.

6Scott Thornbury.A Dictionary of Terms and Concepts Used in English Language Teaching (Malaysia:
Macmillan.2006). P. 208

7Oxford. Advance Learner’s Dictionary. International Student’s Edition (Oxford: Oxford University
Press.2000). P.414

8David Nunan. Language Teaching Methodology: A Textbook  for Teacher.



3. Formulation of the Problem.

Based on the limitation problems above, thus, these research questions are

formulated as in the follows:

a. How is students’ speaking ability taught byActive Knowledge Sharingstrategy of

the eight grade at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur Regency.

b. How is students’ speaking ability taught without usingActive Knowledge

Sharingstrategy of the eight grade students at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur Regency.

c. Is there any significant effect of using Active Knowledge Sharing strategy on

students’ speaking ability of the eightgrade at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur Regency.

C. Objective and Significance of the Research

1. Objectives of the Research

a. To find out the data about the students’ speaking ability before being taught by

usingActive Knowledge Sharingstrategy of the eightgrade at SMPN 1 Kampar

Timur Regency.

b. To find out the data about the students’ speaking ability after being taught by

usingActive Knowledge Sharingstrategy of the eightgrade  at SMPN 1 Kampar

Timur Regency.

c. To find out the significant effect of using Active Knowledge Sharing strategy on

students’ speaking ability of the eight grade at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur Regency.

2. Significance of the Research

The significance of this research is as follows:

a. This research is hopefully contributing to the writer  as a researcher in term of

learning research as a novice researcher.

b. This research is expected to give the positive constribution to the teacher and

institutions related to the process of teaching and learning English especially in



term of using Active Knowledge Sharing strategy on students’ speaking ability of

the eight grade at SMPN 1 Kampar Timur Regency.

c. This research is also expected to develop the theories on teaching and learning

English as a foreign language and for those who are concerned very much in the

whole of language teaching and learning in general.


